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Abstract
This study examines the statistical properties of the order-driven
market from KOSPI(Korean Stock Price Index) 200 futures. We find
1) the characteristics of limit order places around the best prices and
2) the shape of the average and instantaneous limit order book. The
findings are consistent with previous results for stock market in the US
and the UK. However, we suggest the first estimation of the exponent
of Power-law distribution in KOSPI 200 futures market.
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Introduction

We have witnessed enormous achievements in utilizing big and high-frequency
data during last 10 years (See Bouchaud et al. (2002[1]), Lillo (2007[2]),
Farmer et al. (2004[3]), Mike and Farmer (2008[4]), and Zovko and Farmer
(2002[5], 2007[6])). Market microstructure theory, one of the branches in
finance that focuses on exchanges on markets, is the main beneficiary of such
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big data analysis. Lots of studies emphasized market efficiency and price
discovery using such an analysis, and more innovative results are expected in
the future. However, relatively few researches discussed order-by-order level
phenomena, especially in Korean financial markets.
Power law distribution is reported in many areas of Economics and is no
longer surprising finding in financial markets. Bouchaud et al (2002[1]) find
the power law in submitting limit orders placement by analyzing three stocks
of the Paris Bourse and they observe the value of exponent is 1.6 for all three
stocks. Zovko and Farmer (2002[5]) also find that distribution function of
limit prices follow the power law with exponent 1.5 for the stocks trades in
the London Stock Exchange. Potter and Bouchaud (2003[7]) analyze order
books for three stocks listed in the NASDAQ, and find that the value of
exponent is approximately 2.
Although some studies distinguish between market orders and marketable
limit orders, which are buy orders with a price at or above the best ask price
or sell orders with a price at or below the best bid price, they are beyond
our interest in this paper. We exclude a marketable limit order from the
limit orders data we have in this study. Previous researches show that the
values of the exponent of the power law are all different for incoming placed
orders market-by-market. Our main objective is to provide robustness about
statistical properties with reliable and precise data analysis.
The remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides data
description we used in this paper. Section 3 examines the power-law distribution, and figures out the shape of the order book. Section 4 summarizes
our work.
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The Dataset

KOSPI 200 index is a value-weighted index of 200 representative stocks
traded in Korea Exchange (KRX). The unit contract size of the futures is
KRW 500,000. The KOSPI 200 futures market is open from 8:00 AM to
15:15 PM (especially from 8:00 AM to 14:50 PM on the last trading day).
It has two types of auctions, where the single price auction occurs first at
9:00 AM with orders accumulated from 8:00 to 9:00 and also occurs at 15:15
PM with orders accumulated between 15:05 PM and 15:15 PM.(There is
first single price auction on the last trading day.) The continuous auction
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occurs between 9:00 AM and 15:05 PM (9:00 AM and 14:50 PM on last day).
KOSPI 200 futures contracts expire quarterly (March, June, September and
December). Tick size is 0.05 point, which amount to KRW 25,000. We use
the TAQ (Trade and Quote) database on KOSPI 200 futures provided by the
Institute of Finance and Banking of Seoul National University (IFB Futures
Transaction Database). The sample date is 15 September 2003. The IFB
Database excludes the account level information and contains other full order information for transaction including submission time, price and volumes.
The order book was reorganized with that database, based on transaction
matching rule adopted and publicized by the Korean Exchange. We only
focused on the limit orders placed during continuous auctions in order to
analyze the typical order books characteristics. The total number of limit
orders are 28,125 in buy-side and 31,578 in sell-side in the time period.

3
3.1

Empirical Results
Power-law

Let us denote the best ask price and the best bid price at time t by a(t)
and b(t), respectively. We consider the probability distribution p(∆) of the
distance, ∆, from the current best ask or bid price measured in tick size
for the incoming limit orders. Then, a new sell limit order or a new buy
limit order with ∆ denotes the order with limit price a(t) + ∆ or b(t) − ∆,
respectively. We assume the probability distribution p(∆) is fitted well by a
power law à la Bouchaud et al. (2002[1]):
P (x ≥ ∆) = p(∆) =

A
.
(x0 + ∆µ )

(3.1)

where µ is the exponent of power law in incoming limit orders placing.
We investigate whether KOSPI 200 futures market follows the typically
known statistical properties such as power-law in limit order placing. Figure
1 demonstrates the probability distribution of incoming orders arriving at
∆ from the best bid / ask price. Figure 1 confirms that the submitting
limit orders of KOSPI 200 futures follow the power-law distribution with the
exponent of 1.38 for all orders including ask orders and bid orders. We get
almost the same result for the case of only ask orders or the case of only
3

Figure 1: Log-log plot of the cumulative probability density function for the
incoming limit orders P (∆) versus ∆. The unit of ∆ is a tick and ∆ is a
distance from the current best price. The dash line is correspond to µ = 1.38.
bid orders. It is difficult to compare our result with others because we can
rarely find a previous research discussing power law distrubution property
in derivatives markets. However, when it comes to compare this to that
of stock markets, our estimation for the exponent is slightly different from
those in Bouchaud et al. (2002[1]) or Zovko and Farmer (2002[5]) which
range between 1.5 and 1.6.
According to Zovko and Farmer (2002[5]), µ represents the patience of
investors. Since the exponent illustrated in Figure 1 is 1.38 in Korea, Korean
investors are less patient than investors in stock market in foreign countries
listed in Bouchaud et al. (2002[1]) or Zovko and Farmer (2002[5]). An interesting feature is the step illustrated in Figure 1. Investors in futures market
favour round-number prices(see Handa and Schwartz (1996)[8]). Limit orders near the mid-price are likely to be traded. That is, they have a higher
priority of transaction than those that are apart from the mid-price. Roundnumber effect happens at orders that have a lower priority of transaction.
This is shown as a type of step in the distribution function. This tendency is
one of the most acknowledged irrational behaviors of participants in financial
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markets.

3.2

Shape of Order Book

Figure 2 shows the shape of order books of KOSPI 200 futures contract
maturing December 2003 as time pases from 9:00 AM to 14:50. When the
limit order price is away from the second best price, limit order volume
at a specific price decreases when the limit order price go away from the
best price. This shows that the investors in KOSPI 200 futures market are
far aggressive. A possible explanation of this phenomenon is that investors
in this index futures think that the cost from information asymmetry is
relatively low so that they put order at the near prices from the best prices.
To the extent of our knowledge, there are few discussions on order books of
futures market outside the revealed quote (In Korea, the best fifth quotes
are disclosed publicly). From the instantaneous shape of the order book, it
implies that the form is humped.
Furthermore, we examine the overall shape. Accumulated volumes near
the best price are likely to be traded soon, whereas those distant from it
are not. In other words, order volumes of the corresponding market depth
decrease gradually after the certain point which has the largest volume.
This is illustrated in Figure 3. The volume of limit orders reaches the
maximum at the second quote, and it sharply decreases afterwards. It increases tinily at the twenty-fifth quote, but it decreases once more.
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Conclusion

We have investigated the statistical properties of order books in the KOSPI
200 futures market. We first plotted the log-log scale figure of the cumulative
probability density function, and the incoming limit order follows the powerlaw distribution with the exponent of 1.38. We observed that there is a jump
after 180 ticks. Figure 2 is the instantaneous shape of order book with time
t, which demonstrates a humped shape with a fat tail towards the end of
bid and ask. The shape of the average order book, which is the normalized
volume of limit orders versus the distance from the current best price, also
shows the typical feature: humped shape.
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Figure 2: The instantaneous shape of order book. The time (x-axis) window
is a minute. For convenience, we set the volume in bid order book negative.
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Figure 3: The average shape of order book. The volume of limit orders(Vt∆ )
in quotes at each minute is normalized by the mean value(Vt ), where ∆ is
a distance from the current best price, and t is the time index from t = 1
to t = 350 during double continuous auction. For convenience, we set the
normalized volume in bid order book negative
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